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A B S T R A C T   

Rats demonstrate a preference for smaller, immediate rewards over larger, delayed ones, a phenomenon known 
as delay-discounting (DD). Behavior arises from the interaction of multiple decision-making systems, and the 
medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) has been identified as a central component in the mediation between these 
decision systems. To investigate the role of the prelimbic (PL) subregion of mPFC on decision strategy interac-
tion, we compared two cohorts of rats (ChR2-opsin-expressing ‘Active’ and opsin-absent ‘Control’) on a spatial 
delay-discounting task while delivering in-vivo light stimulation into PL at the choice point of select trials. By 
analyzing the overall delay-adjustment along with deliberative and procedural behavioral strategy markers, our 
study revealed differences in the decision strategies used between the active and control animals despite both 
groups showing similar valuations. Control animals developed the expected shift from deliberative to procedural 
decision strategy on this task (indicated by reaching delay-stability, particularly during late-session laps); 
however, active-virus animals repeatedly over-adjusted around their preferred delay throughout the entire 
session, suggesting a significant deficit in procedural decision-making on this task. Active animals showed a 
significant decrease in proportion of vicarious trial and error events (VTE, a behavior correlated with deliberative 
processes) on delay adjustment laps relative to control animals. This points to a more nuanced role for VTE, not 
just in executing deliberation, but in shifting from deliberative to procedural processes. This opto-induced 
change in VTE was especially pronounced for late-session adjustment laps. We found no other session-by- 
session or lap-by-lap effects, leaving a particular role for PL in the long-term development of procedural stra-
tegies on this task.   

1. Introduction 

An animal’s success in foraging depends on its ability to process in-
formation from the environment and to use that information to best 
direct its actions toward reward. Current theories suggest that behavior 
arises from the interaction of multiple decision-making systems, each 
with its own complex computational processes and neural components 
(Daw, Niv, & Dayan, 2005; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Redish, 2013; van 
der Meer, Kurth-Nelson, & Redish, 2012). Two of these systems are the 
deliberative system (also known as model-based or goal-directed deci-
sion-making, Gilbert & Wilson 2007; Johnson & Redish 2007; Niv, Joel, 
& Dayan 2006; Redish 2016) and the procedural system (also known as 
model-free or habitual decision-making, Hull 1943; Daw, Niv, & Dayan 
2005; Niv, Joel, & Dayan 2006; Graybiel 2008). Deliberative processes 
entail planning strategies that consider future outcomes (Redish 2016), 

while procedural processes use learned associations between situations 
and actions (Graybiel 1998; Dickinson 1994; Barnes et al. 2005). As 
such, deliberative/planning systems are sensitive to contingency and are 
better suited to drive behavior under conditions that are flexible and 
changing, whereas procedural/habitual systems are sensitive to action- 
contiguity and drive behavior in familiar, stable conditions (Balleine, 
Delgado, & Hikosaka 2007; McLaughlin, Diehl, & Redish 2021). How-
ever, the ways in which these distinct decision systems interact to pro-
duce dynamic behavior remains an ongoing area of research. 

The combination of sophisticated task paradigms with neuro-
modulation techniques have spurred new directions for connecting 
complex behavior to neural mechanisms. An important strategy marker, 
the behavioral event of vicarious trial and error (VTE) has been found to 
correlate with neurophysiological deliberation during decision-making 
(Johnson & Redish 2007; Amemiya & Redish 2016; Papale et al. 
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2016; Kay et al. 2020) and to vanish with behavioral automation evi-
denced by habit learning (Gardner et al., 2013; Smith & Graybiel, 
2013a,b; van der Meer, Kurth-Nelson, & Redish, 2012). The medial 
prefrontal cortex (mPFC) has long been associated with both the delib-
erative (Fuster 1997; Killcross & Coutureau 2003; Rich & Shapiro 2007; 
Kesner & Churchwell 2011) and procedural (Barker, Glen, Linsenbardt, 
Lapish, & Chandler, 2017; Barnes, Kubota, Hu, Jin, & Graybiel, 2005; 
Coutureau & Killcross, 2003; Jog, Kubota, Connolly, Hillegaart, & 
Graybiel, 1999; Smith & Graybiel, 2013b;) decision systems as well as in 
their interaction (Heidbreder & Groenewegen, 2003; Miller & Cohen, 
2001; Ragozzino, Wilcox, Raso, & Kesner, 1999; van Aerde, Heistek, & 
Mansvelder, 2008). Previous work suggests a broad role for mPFC in 
modulating complex, dynamic decision-making (Dalley, Cardinal, & 
Robbins 2004; Kesner & Churchwell 2011; Laubach et al. 2018; 
McLaughlin, Diehl, & Redish 2021). 

The intricate anatomical connectivity mPFC has with areas such as 
hippocampus (Adhikari, Topiwala, & Gordon, 2010; Bett et al., 2012; 

Guise & Shapiro, 2017; Hok, Chah, Save, & Poucet, 2013; Ito, Zhang, 
Witter, Moser, & Moser, 2015; Jones & Wilson, 2005; Peyrache, Kha-
massi, Benchenane, Wiener, & Battaglia, 2009; Schmidt, Duin, & Redish, 
2019), ventral striatum (Euston, Gruber, & McNaughton, 2012; Flor-
esco, Seamans, & Phillips, 1997) and orbitofrontal cortex (Chudasama & 
Robbins, 2003; Sul, Kim, Huh, Lee, & Jung, 2010) makes it a key region 
of interest for studying reward valuation, action selection, and task 
representation. Behavioral experiments have investigated its functional 
and anatomical complexity in rodents through economic tasks that use 
indicators, like VTE (Bett et al. 2012; Gardner et al. 2013; Schmidt et al. 
2013; Redish 2016; Kidder et al. 2021) and habit formation (Coutureau 
& Killcross 2003; Smith & Graybiel 2013a) to distinguish deliberative 
from procedural strategies (Papale, Stott, Powell, Regier, & Redish, 
2012; Powell & Redish, 2016) while targeting specific subregions within 
the mPFC. Of its three known subregions (ACC, PL, and IL), prelimbic 
disruption has been associated with deficits in goal-directed behavior 
(most notably in VTE reduction (Schmidt, Duin, & Redish 2019; Kidder 

Fig. 1. Spatial Delay Discounting task, behavior phases, and metrics (a) DD Task Schematic: rats repeatedly faced left/right decisions between a small (1 pellet) 
reward delivered after a fixed 1 s delay, and a large (3 pellets for females, 4 for males) reward dispensed after a variable delay (D). Rats manipulated the variable 
delay throughout each 45-minute session by increasing it by 1 s each time the larger reward was earned and decreasing it by 1 s each time the smaller one was earned. 
The delay was indicated by audible tones that were triggered upon entry into the reward zones (delay tone decreased in 250 Hz increments, the higher the delay tone 
pitch, the longer the delay). (b) Adjustment vs Alternation Laps: on each lap, the rat can either adjust the delay down (left) or up (middle) by turning to the same side 
as the previous lap, or the rat can alternate (right) to maintain the delay. Well-trained rats typically exhibit three distinct behavioral phases. (c, d) Example sessions: 
the change in delay to the delayed side across laps as the rat first investigates, then titrates the delay down (c) or up (d) until reaching a preferred duration that is held 
steady through exploitation. (e) Example VTE laps: the rat’s trajectory through the choice point was assessed for each lap. Paths with angular shifts (right) indicate a 
VTE event, whereas smooth paths (left) do not. (f) Distribution of zIdPhi: zIdPhi was calculated for each trajectory through the choice point. The distribution of these 
values for all experimental sessions (gray) is shown with that of one example session (red). Laps with zIdPhi > 1 were defined as VTE events. (g,h,i) Session-level 
metrics: (g) The average delay across the final 20 laps of a session (Final delay) measures this preferred delay that the rat is willing to take to balance out the larger 
reward. (h) The absolute value of the slope of the average final delay, and (i) the proportion of adjustment laps (consecutive laps to the same side) are markers to 
distinguish titration from exploitation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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et al. 2021), and recordings from the prelimbic region suggest a role in 
processing information relevant to environmental changes indicative of 
recognizing a need for a behavioral strategy shift (Barker, Glen, Lin-
senbardt, Lapish, & Chandler, 2017; Durstewitz, Vittoz, Floresco, & 
Seamans, 2010; Peyrache, Khamassi, Benchenane, Wiener, & Battaglia, 
2009; Powell & Redish, 2016). By selectively disrupting PL at the choice 
point of a spatial decision-making task that can measure valuation and 
delays to reward, we aimed to investigate how deliberative deficits 
contribute to strategy changes across different time scales. 

Delay Discounting describes a reduction in the perceived value of a 
reward as the temporal distance (the delay) to that reward increases. 
Increases in delay discounting have been linked to impulsivity and found 
to be a risk factor for addiction and other disorders (Giordano et al., 
2002; Lempert, Steinglass, Pinto, Kable, & Simpson, 2019; Madden & 
Bickel, 2010; Madden, Petry, Badger, & Bickel, 1997; Mischel, Ebbesen, 
& Zeiss, 1972; Mitchell, 2004; Odum, Madden, & Bickel, 2002), making 
it an interesting metric to investigate maladaptive decision-making be-
haviors. Moreover, behavioral training designed to reduce discounting 
rates has been found to reduce addictive relapse (Stein et al., 2016). 

The Spatial Adjusting Delay Discounting task adapts the Mazur 
adjusting delay procedure (Mazur 1997) to a T-maze that builds on the 
naturalistic behavior of rats to alternate between foraging options 
(Papale et al. 2012). The Spatial Adjusting Delay Discounting task is a 
neuroeconomic task that requires subjects to repeatedly make left vs 
right choices between a small, immediate reward on one side and a 
larger one that will only be delivered after a variable delay once the 
subject arrives at the reward location on the other (Fig. 1A). In this task, 
the delays change based on the rat’s choices – choosing the smaller- 
sooner reward decreases the delay to the larger-later reward by 1 s, 
while choosing the larger-later reward increases its delay by 1 s 
(Fig. 1B). Thus, the subject can control the delay ‘cost’ of the larger 
reward by making choices on this task - titrating the delay up or down 
depending on its left/right choice proportion. 

Well-trained rats exhibit three distinct phases over the course of a 
session in the Spatial Adjusting Delay Discounting Task (Papale et al. 
2012; Bett et al. 2015; Kreher et al. 2019). Rats first show an investi-
gation phase marked by alternation between the two sides, presumably 
to assess the parameters of the task for a given session (which side is 
delayed, how much reward is delivered on the delayed side, and what is 
the start delay). Rats then typically show a titration phase, in which they 
repeatedly run more laps to one side or the other, which drives the delay 
up (consecutive delay side laps) or down (consecutive non-delay side 
laps). Once the delay has reached the rat’s individual willingness to wait 
for the larger reward, rats typically alternate between sides, holding the 
delay constant, which we identify as a maintenance phase (Fig. 1C-D). 
Importantly, the task does not enforce these phases on subjects; rather, 
these phases describe the patterns of behavior that well-trained rats 
typically exhibit. 

Both deliberative and procedural decision-making systems can solve 
this task, but rats typically deliberate when titrating on the task, and 
then automate (proceduralize, automate into a habit) when maintain-
ing, as evidenced by hippocampal involvement (Bett et al. 2012), 
changes in behavioral deliberation markers and the regularity of the 
path taken (Papale et al. 2012; Bett et al. 2015; Papale et al. 2016; 
Kreher et al. 2019), and by hippocampal (Papale et al. 2016) and orbi-
tofrontal and ventral striatal firing patterns on this task (Stott & Redish, 
2014). Analyzing the trajectory through the choice point on each lap 
provides a way to measure VTE and infer deliberation (Fig. 1E-F). The 
reward economy and strategy dynamics on this task are covert and 
internally driven by the subject (Powell & Redish 2016). This provides a 
useful way to investigate an animal’s valuation algorithms (Fig. 1G) as 
well as self-guided shifts in strategy (Fig. 1H-I). 

The three-phase structure from the Spatial Adjusting Delay Dis-
counting task makes it a powerful tool for identifying changes in strategy 
between deliberation and procedural decision-making. Prelimbic (PL) 
firing patterns show strategy-related representations that align with the 

three phases (exploration, titration, maintenance), changing ensemble- 
alignments a few laps before a rat changes strategy (Powell & Redish 
2016). On other tasks, previous research has shown that mPFC disrup-
tions yield deficits in strategy changes that appear to follow subregional 
specificity — most notably, linking deficits in goal-directed (delibera-
tive) behaviors with PL disruption (Ragozzino et al. 1999; Rich and 
Shapiro 2007; Tran-Tu-Yen et al. 2009; Dalton et al. 2016; Riaz et al. 
2019; Schmidt, Duin, & Redish 2019; Kidder et al. 2021) while disrup-
tion of IL activity appears to inhibit habit formation (Coutureau and 
Killcross 2003; Killcross and Coutureau 2003; Smith and Graybiel 
2013a). Given the known relationships between PL ensembles and 
within-task behavioral phases, we set out to examine the consequences 
of prelimbic mPFC disruption on the Spatial Adjusting Delay Discount-
ing task. Given the known effects on choice behavior of PL disruption at 
a choice-point (Kidder et al. 2021), we targeted this disruption through 
optogenetic manipulation on a subset of laps specifically at the choice 
point. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Subjects 

For this investigation, all subjects were first-generation fisher-brown 
Norway (FBNF-1) hybrid rats (n = 16; 8 females, 8 males, ages 6–13 
mos. at time of experiment) bred in-house. One female control rat and 
one male active rat lost their implants and only completed half of the 
experimental sessions and they are not included in the analyses re-
ported. One female control rat was found post-hoc to have poor trans-
fection and is not included in the analyses reported. This left us with 7 
active and 6 control rats for analysis. All procedures were approved by 
the University of Minnesota Internal Animal Care and Use Committee 
and were done in accordance with NIH guidelines. 

Before training, each rat was acclimated to the experimenter through 
five days of 30-minute handling sessions. During this time, rats were 
individually housed with access to freely available food and water in 
their home cages and on a 12-hour light/dark cycle. Fully handled rats 
were then food-restricted (placed in home cages with access to water but 
no food) and offered 12 g of 45 mg full-nutrition Bioserve plain pellets 
for 45 min once/day for 5 days. For each rat, this pellet training occurred 
within the same 2-hour window sometime during the light cycle, con-
ditioning them to expect their daily food ration at a consistent time. 
Body weight was recorded for all subjects prior to feeding each day and 
maintained at above 80 % (baseline weight calculated as the average 
across handling sessions). Once accustomed to eating the reward pellets, 
rats were then given access to freely available food in their home cage so 
their body weight could return to baseline in preparation for surgery. 

2.2. Surgery 

All subjects underwent a single surgical procedure targeting the 
prelimbic mPFC subregion for bilateral viral infusion and optic fiber 
implantation. Subjects were randomly assigned to either the active (n =
8; 4 female, 4 male) or control (n = 8; 4 female, 4 male) group. These 
two cohorts are distinguished only by the type of virus used during the 
procedure. Active animals were transduced with AAV5-ChR2-CaMKIIa- 
mCherry, while control animals were transduced with AAV5-CaMKIIa- 
mCherry (Fig. 2B). Rats were anesthetized for the entirety of the ste-
reotaxic surgery using from 1 % to 2 % isoflurane and medical-grade 
oxygen. The virus was sourced from UNC Vector Core via AddGene 
(Active: AAV5-CaMKIIa-hChR2(H134R)-mCherry with titer of 6.8x1012 

GC/mL; Control AAV5-CaMKIIa-mCherry with titer of 3.3x1012 GC/ 
mL). 

To access mPFC, craniotomies were drilled [coordinates from 
bregma: A/P + 2.80 mm(female) + 3.00 mm(male), M/L +/-0.70 mm], 
and bilateral cannulae were lowered into the craniotomies to [from skull 
surface: D/V − 3.8 mm(female) − 4.0 mm(male)]. One microliter of virus 
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was delivered into each hemisphere at a rate of 200 nl/minute. The 
cannulae were slowly raised following a 15-minute wait period after 
injection. Optic fibers, attached through an in-house procedure to an 
LED capable of delivering opsin-activating light were then bilaterally 
implanted through the craniotomies, and directed just dorsal to the in-
jection site [from skull surface: D/V − 3.6 mm(female) − 3.8 mm(male)]. 
The implant was secured to the skull with Metabond and dental acrylic. 

Rats spent 5 days recovering from surgery with access to freely 
available food (chow and pellets) in their home cages. To further prevent 
infection, rats were given an antibiotic sequence of Baytril (2.27 %) for 5 
recovery days. 

2.3. Task training 

Following surgery and recovery, rats were trained to perform the 
Spatial Adjusting Delay Discounting task where they repeatedly faced a 
choice to decide between two reward offers: a fixed, non-delayed offer 
that delivered a smaller reward (one 45 mg food pellet) after 1 s, and a 
delayed offer that delivered a larger reward (3 pellets for females, 4 
pellets for males) after some variable delay (D). Each lap taken to the 
non-delayed side decreased the subsequent delay (D) by one second, and 
each lap taken to the delayed side increased the delay by one second. In 
this way, rats were able to use their choices to adjust the larger reward 
delay time D and titrate it up or down to a preferred duration (Fig. 1C- 
D). 1 s was the smallest delay achievable on this task, and there was no 
cap for how long the delay could be titrated up to. 

This task required rats to learn the “correct” direction to progress 
within a figure-eight maze (Fig. 1A). From the start point, rats must 
proceed up the center track and enter the choice point from that 

direction. From the choice point, animals could either turn left or right. 
Entry into the respective wait zone would trigger the countdown. So 
long as the rat remained in the wait zone, the countdown continued, and 
the reward was delivered after the delay time was up. Movement in 
either direction out of the wait zone terminated the offer. Rats had to 
enter into the start zone to initiate a lap sequence. Any entry into a zone 
that went counter to the task flow would terminate the lap offer and 
another lap would not begin until the rat entered the start zone (from 
any direction). In practice, all rats ran consistently in a figure-eight 
pattern through the central track returning to the start zone through 
the left or right return rails, and they consistently waited out the delays 
in the wait zone before continuing. 

To learn this task, rats progressed through blocks of training stages 
across days with each stage introducing an additional task complexity 
(Fig. 2A). The first set introduced rats only to one side (left or right, 
changing each day) of the task for the entirety of the daily session. 
During this time, rats were given 45 min to earn all their food for the 
day. Each lap in the correct direction cued an auditory tone followed by 
2 food pellets 1 s later. Left and right sides were blocked on alternate 
days for 4–6 days until the rat ran more than 50 laps to each side. The 
second training set exposed rats to both the left and right task sides, 
following the standard task protocol. The location of the delayed side 
was randomized for each 45-minute session and always began with a 1 s 
start delay that the rats learned got progressively longer the more they 
chose it over the non-delay side. For these first two training stages, rats 
were prevented from running backwards by the experimenter manually 
blocking them with a long stick (a thin PVC pipe). Rats then learned to 
maneuver through the task while fixed with a tethered head-stage dur-
ing the third training set, with the starting delay set to 5 s. At this stage, 

Fig. 2. Task stages, Histology, and baseline behavior (a) Task Stages: Following surgery recovery, rats entered step-wise training blocks that introduced them to the 
DD task until they were running reliably with a head tether. Baseline behavior was collected for 6 days prior to the 18 day opto-delivery experimental sequence (b) 
Surgery schematic: the prelimbic (PL) region was targeted for bilateral injection of either an active (opsin expressing) or control (opsin absent) virus and optic fiber 
implantation. (c) Histology: target variation for viral expression (color splotches) and fiber tips (black marks) of each subject in either cohort (three rats presented 
with unilateral expression and will be identified in the results with dashed lines). (d-f) Baseline session-level metrics: “pre” data was collected during the baseline 
stage that confirmed both cohorts were preforming sufficiently on the task by achieving comparable (d) final delay values, (e) final delay slopes, and (f) proportion of 
adjustment laps. 
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rats were not prevented from running backwards, but the experimenter 
would still block as needed to encourage learning. The final training set 
exposed tethered rats to randomized starting delays of either 1 s, 5 s, or 
10 s. Once rats ran 5 consecutive days at sufficient performance with no 
experimenter blocking, the experimental sequence began. These last 
5–6 days of “training” were used as the “baseline” data for each rat. Rats 
were not manually blocked during this final training set or through the 
experimental sequence. 

2.4. Experimental sequence 

Once rats completed training, they entered an 18 session (1 session/ 
day) experimental sequence whereby the start delay was randomized, 
and the value range was broadened to include sessions that started with 
greater initial economic scarcity than those experienced during training 
(Sessions started at 1 s, 5 s, 10 s, 16 s, 22 s, 30 s, counterbalancing the 
delayed side). To test the effects of optogenetic stimulation on mPFC 
during this task, light stimulation was delivered on 1/3 of the experi-
mental sessions as a 7 Hz sine wave and 1/3 of the experimental sessions 
as white noise. Because no differences were found between these two 
experimental conditions (Fig. S1A-E), they have been combined for 
analysis into a single ‘Opto’ condition (2/3 of experimental sessions) and 
compared to the remaining 1/3 of the sessions in which no-opto stimu-
lation (N.O.) was delivered. 

Each experimental session had two lap types (‘stim’ and ‘no stim’), 
whereby each entry into the choice point (each lap) had a random 50 % 
chance of receiving stim. During control sessions, no stimulation was 
delivered at the choice point, though a lap type was still recorded for 
proper comparison. For opto sessions, 3 s of light (Stim) was triggered 
upon entry into the choice point for a random 50 % of laps and 
controlled with no stimulation (Sham) on the remaining 50 %. “No– 
opto” sessions did not deliver any light. The stimulation protocol that 
dictated the pattern of light delivered at the choice point (Opto or no- 
opto see stimulation parameters) and the delay side location (left, 
right) were randomized and remained unchanged for each session. 
These task parameters were counterbalanced across the 18 experimental 
sessions. No distinguishable differences were detected between sham 
and stim laps (Fig. S2A-C). 

2.5. Stimulation parameters 

The LED attached to the ends of the fibers on each rat’s implant was 
controlled by an in-house stimulation generator/amplifier. Each LED 
was tested prior to surgical implantation and emitted light with 
approximately 7mW of power at the tip of the fiber prior to surgical 
implantation. Three patterns of light were used in experimental sessions: 
Noise [a white noise random walk], theta [7hz sine wave], and no-opto 
[no light delivered]. Again, no discernable differences were seen be-
tween the noise and theta stimulations (Fig. S1A-E). Therefore, data 
from noise and theta stimulation days were grouped together as ‘opto’ 
days and compared against the control ‘no-opto’ days. 

2.6. Analysis 

2.6.1. Final delay 
To assess each rat’s valuation for the larger-later and smaller-sooner 

sides, the preferred delay was determined by averaging the delay to the 
larger later side (D) for the last 20 laps of a given session. See Fig. 1G. 

2.6.2. Behavioral tracking and vicarious trial and error (VTE) 
Rat movement through each session of the task was recorded by an 

overhead camera and positional tracking was accomplished by the 
detection of headstage LEDs. Pixels exceeding a user-defined luminance 
were digitized and time-stamped by an analog Cheetah data acquisition 
system (Neuralynx). The choice point was defined as beginning halfway 
up the center task arm and ending midway through the left and right 

choice arms. VTE for each lap was quantified by the z-scored integrated 
absolute change in angular velocity of the head within the choice point 
(zIdPhi) following the methods of Papale et al. 2012. This integrated 
angular velocity incorporates a measure of time through the choice 
point such that VTE reflects pausing and re-orienting behaviors. Events 
with a zIdPhi score > 1 were considered VTE events. See Fig. 1E,F. 
Analysis was performed using in house programs written in MATLAB. 
The tracking for one male control rat was insufficient for VTE analysis 
but was sufficient for task procedures and thus all the other analyses. 
Thus, this rat is not included in the VTE analyses, but is included in the 
other analyses. 

2.6.3. Final delay slope 
The rate of change in delay to the larger later side over the final 20 

laps provided a measure for the degree of stability in the rat’s behavior 
by the end of the session. See Fig. 1H. We used the absolute value of this 
final delay slope because detecting changes in titration and alternation 
strategy patterns were independent of the direction of change for the 
delay. 

2.6.4. Proportion of adjustment laps 
Each individual lap was identified as either adjustment or alternation 

depending on if it was to the same (adjustment) or opposite (alternation) 
side as the lap preceding it. Each session phase was determined by the 
proportion of these types of laps. To quantify the dynamics of this pro-
portion on a single session, each lap was labeled with either a 1 
(adjustment) or 0 (alternation). The proportion of adjustments was 
determined by averaging within each bin (encompassing 10 % of the 
session) and visualized with a shaded error line plot. See Fig. 1I. 

2.6.5. Statistics 
Multiway analysis of variance (anovan, Matlab, Mathworks, Natick 

MA) was used to detect significance for the main effect of virus and 
session type as well as their interaction. Each metric was analyzed with 
two different session grouping methods: 1) separating session type by 
opto delivery (comparing baseline sessions to opto and no-opto experi-
mental sessions) and 2) combining these two experimental groups (post 
opto) for comparison against the baseline (pre opto) data. For each 
analysis, the mean value for each rat was calculated so that statistical n 
was the number of rats. Because individual rats were assigned to only 
one of the two virus groups, the rat variable was nested within the virus 
variable. P-values<0.05 are reported as significant. 

3. Results 

3.1. Training and Histology 

Histology obtained post-experimentation confirmed viral targeting 
of the mPFC centered within the prelimbic subregion (Fig. 2C). Of the 
original 16 rat subjects, two (one active-virus and one control-virus) had 
incomplete experimental session data and were excluded from the study, 
leaving us with 14 subjects. 5/7 active-virus rats and 5/7 of the control- 
virus rats showed good bilateral transfection. 2/7 of the active and 1/7 
of the control rats showed unilateral transfection. One control rat had 
poor transfection and was not included in the analyses. These data 
provided us with n = 7 active rats and n = 6 control rats. 

At the end of training, both control and active cohorts demonstrated 
proficiency across all three primary metrics on the task: both cohorts 
titrated the delay to similar ending values (final delay) measured as the 
average delay for the last 20 laps (Fig. 2D, ANOVA, no effect of virus: p 
= 0.75 [df = 1; F = 0.11]) and they had similar slopes for this final delay 
average (Fig. 2E, ANOVA, no effect of virus: p = 0.50 [df = 1; F = 0.48]). 
Additionally, the baseline proportion of adjustment laps for each cohort 
were indistinguishable from one another. The two groups are not 
distinguishably different in any of these metrics, suggesting that their 
learned strategies were comparable prior to light delivery from the 
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experimental phase. 

3.2. Valuation Metric: Final delay 

To assess the effects of optogenetic stimulation on task performance, 
we first analyzed the number of laps and amount of reward earned be-
tween active and control cohorts over the 18 experimental sessions. No 
session-level opto effects were detected in either cohort when comparing 
opto to no-opto experimental conditions, but this analysis did suggest a 
difference in total lap number on experimental sessions between active 
and control cohorts (Fig. 3A, ANOVA, effect of rat: p < 10-10 [df = 11; F 
= 29.4]; a significant main effect of virus: p = 0.001 [df = 1; F = 17.9]; 
no main effect of stimulation day (opto vs no-opto): p = 0.27 [df = 1; F 
= 1.4]; and no interaction: p = 0.12 [df = 1; F = 2.9]). When the opto 
and no-opto sessions were combined into a single (post) group for each 
cohort, this virus effect was no longer significant, but a marked increase 
in the average number of laps (from pre to post) was detectable with no 
interaction effect (Fig. 3D, ANOVA, effect of rat: p = 0.001 [df = 11; F =
7.7]; no main effect of virus: p = 0.14 [df = 1; F = 2.6]; a significant 
effect of pre-vs-post: p = 0.01 [df = 1; F = 9.7]; and no interaction: p =
0.35 [df = 1; F = 1.0]). This suggests that active and control groups both 
showed improvement in task performance with extended exposure to 
the experimental conditions. 

We then assessed how the increase in lap number influenced the total 
food earnings. Again, no effect of opto was detected at the session-level 
in either cohort, but this analysis suggested greater overall earnings in 
the control cohort compared to the active animals (Fig. 3B, ANOVA, 
effect of rat: p < 10-10 [df = 11; F = 29.4]; a significant main effect of 
virus: p = 0.0001 [df = 1; F = 11.3]; no main effect of stimulation 
session (opto vs no-opto): p = 0.23 [df = 1; F = 1.6]; and no interaction: 
p = 0.15 [df = 1; F = 2.4]). In the combined pre vs post analysis, no 
significant effects were detected. However, there was a trend toward an 
increase in overall food intake from pre to post and it appeared that this 
trend was driven primarily by the control rats (Fig. 3E, ANOVA, effect of 
rat: p = 0.001 [df = 11; F = 8.2]; no main effect of virus: p = 0.25 [df =
1; F = 1.5]; trend effect of pre-vs-post: p = 0.06 [df = 1; F = 4.5]; no 
interaction: p = 0.15 [df = 1; F = 2.4]). 

We then asked if there were any effects of opto stimulation on the 
larger-later reward valuation. Both control and active cohorts titrated to 
similar final delays across opto and no-opto experimental sessions 
(Fig. 3C, ANOVA, effect of rat: p = 0.013 [df = 11; F = 9.4]; no main 
effect of virus: p = 0.69 [df = 1; F = 0.16]; no main effect of stimulation 
session (opto vs no-opto): p = 0.29 [df = 1; F = 1.2]; and no interaction: 
p = 0.27 [df = 1; F = 1.3]), and this value was not distinguishably 
different in experimental conditions when compared to baseline (pre) 
(Fig. 3F, ANOVA, no effect of rat: p = 0.07 [df = 11; F = 2.5]; no main 
effect of virus: p = 0.60 [df = 1; F = 0.3]; no main effect of pre-vs-post: p 
= 0.51 [df = 1; F = 0.5]; and no interaction: p = 0.85 [df = 1; F = 0.04]). 
This finding suggests that rats were consistently trading off wait-time for 
the larger reward such that the final delay was a preserved goal: driven 
up when the initial delay was below the goal and driven down when the 
initial delay was above it. Indeed, the probability of choosing the larger- 
later reward was strongly correlated with distance from the final delay 
equally for both cohorts and across both opto conditions (Fig. S4E). 
Additionally, there was an inverse correlation between final delay and 
initial delay for all animals with no effect of virus or session opto 
(Fig. S4B) – animals tended to have higher final delays the lower the 
initial delay condition was for a given session. These results were 
consistent with those seen in earlier experiments on this task (Papale 
et al. 2012; Bett et al. 2015; Kreher et al. 2019). 

3.3. Strategy Metrics: Adjustment laps and final delay slope 

The three-phase structure for this task can be described as a shift in 
strategy from exploration to titration to exploitation or maintenance 
behavior (Fig. 1C-D). To analyze potential differences in the develop-
ment and implementation of these strategies between the two groups, 
we compared the proportion of adjustment laps as rats progressed 
through each session. Consistent with previous studies (Papale et al. 
2012; Bett et al. 2015; Kreher et al. 2019), control rats showed a marked 
increase in adjustments during the titration phase followed by an in-
crease in alternation late within each session during the exploitation or 
maintenance phase (Fig. 4C). This strategy employed by control animals 
during the experimental phase differed from their pre-opto baseline, 

Fig. 3. Task Performance and Final Delay (a,d) Total Laps: Both cohorts had significant increases in total lap average from (d) baseline to experimental (post) 
sessions. (a) No difference was detected between opto and no opto sessions in either cohort. (b,e) Total Pellets: No change was detected in total pellet earning in the 
active animals. However, the control group showed a trend to increase pellet intake from pre to post (e) that was not detected in the active group. (b) No difference 
was detected between opto and no opto sessions in either cohort. (c,f) Final Delay: Both cohorts showed no change in their average final delay when compared to 
their baseline (f). (c) No difference was detected between opto and no opto sessions in either cohort. These data suggest the subjective valuation of the larger-later 
reward (measured by final delay) was stable across time and comparable between groups. 
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with no apparent difference between opto and no-opto sessions 
(Fig. 4D). However, active-virus rats did not show this strategy devel-
opment (Fig. 4E). Instead, they appeared to maintain a high late-session 
adjustment proportion, suggesting that they were continuing to titrate 
around their target delay, even to the end of the session. An example of 
this “unstable” strategy is shown compared to the “stable” phase struc-
ture (Fig. 4A-B) to illustrate how the stability or “plateau” in adjustment 
proportion is inversely related to that of the delay. 

The key to maintaining a delay on this task is alternating between 
sides, which holds that delay constant over a pair of laps. If late-session 
alternation is occurring, we would expect to see a flat slope for the final 
delay indicative of its low rate of change brought on by alternation laps 
(Fig. 5A). In contrast, if late-session titration is occurring, we would 
expect to see the final delay continuing to change (either up or down) 
over those final laps (Fig. 5B). To quantify this final delay stability, we 
analyzed the absolute value of its slope. 

Control animals showed significantly flatter final delay slopes 
compared to active-virus animals with no differences detected in either 
group between opto session type (Fig. 5D, ANOVA, effect of rat: p =
0.003 [df = 11; F = 5.9]; effect of virus: p = 0.0001 [df = 1; F = 33.6]; no 
main effect of stimulation session (opto-vs-no opto): p = 0.91 [df = 1; F 
= 0.01]; no interaction: p = 0.46 [df = 1; F = 0.58]). This significant 
effect between cohorts was upheld when experimental conditions were 
combined. There was a significant interaction detected between virus 
and pre vs post when compared to baseline (Fig. 5D, ANOVA, effect of 
rat: p = 0.04 [df = 11; F = 3.1]; effect of virus: p = 0.007 [df = 1; F =
11.1]; no main effect pre-vs-post: p = 0.21 [df = 1; F = 1.8]; significant 
interaction between virus and pre-vs-post: p = 0.05 [df = 1; F = 4.85]). 
Importantly, both groups showed comparable final delay slopes at the 
end of the training prior to the experimental days, but in the experi-
mental days, the control animals decreased their final delay slopes while 
the active animals did not. This flatter final delay slope is indicative of a 
robust maintenance phase that developed over the course of experi-
mentation in the control, but not the active, cohort. 

3.4. Vicarious trial and error (VTE) 

Lastly, we looked at the proportion of vicarious trial and error (VTE) 
events occurring at the choice point to probe how the two groups may 
differ in their deliberation. VTE is a behavioral event (Fig. 6A) in which 
rats pause at a choice point and re-orient back and forth between options 
(Muenzinger, 1938; Muenzinger & Gentry, 1931; Redish, 2016; Tolman, 
1939). We quantified the overall proportion of VTE events and found no 
significant differences between cohorts and no effects of opto at the 
session level (Fig. S3A). The correlation between VTE and neurophysi-
ological deliberation (Johnson & Redish 2007) prompted us to analyze 
its proportion in relation to the adjustment laps, which require flexibility 
and thus likely deliberation systems (Redish 2016). Note that previous 
studies of the Spatial Adjusting Delay Discounting task have found VTE 
to occur preferentially on adjustment laps during titration (Papale et al. 
2012; Bett et al. 2015; Kreher et al. 2019). Consistent with these pre-
vious studies, all animals demonstrated a greater proportion of VTE on 
adjustment laps compared to alternation laps (Fig. S3B). Focusing on 
adjustment lap VTE, no significant differences were detected between 
opto and no-opto sessions in either group, but this analysis suggested 
that active animals may have reduced VTE compared to the control 
cohort (Fig. 6D, ANOVA, no effect of rat: p = 0.14 [df = 10; F = 2.0]; a 
significant effect of virus: p = 0.02 [df = 1; F = 7.5]; no effect of stim-
ulation session (opto-vs-no opto): p = 0.40 [df = 1; F = 0.77]; and no 
interaction: p = 0.68 [df = 1; F = 0.18]). When combined for pre-post 
analysis, we found no detectable differences in VTE between the two 
groups or from their baseline data (Fig. 6F, ANOVA, no effect of rat: p =
0.67 [df = 10; F = 0.75]; no effect of virus p = 0.25 [df = 1; F = 1.5]; no 
effect of pre-vs-post: p = 0.58 [df = 1; F = 0.33]; and no interaction: p =
0.97 [df = 1; F = 0.0].(Muenzinger, 1938; Muenzinger & Gentry, 1931; 
Redish, 2016; Tolman, 1939) 

However, by examining VTE on adjustment laps occurring only late 
in the session (last 50 %) (Fig. 6C), we found that the active cohort 
appeared to have decreased VTE compared to the control group. Though 
this effect appeared to be primarily driven by the active group’s opto 

Fig. 4. Proportion of Adjustment Laps (a,b) 
Example sessions: the adjustment laps (top) 
and their running proportion to total laps 
(bottom) for a typical three phase structure 
for a session in which the rat maintained a 
stable delay in the maintenance/exploita-
tion phase (a) and a session in which the rat 
did not (b). (c) Baseline to experimental 
(pre-post) comparison: Post stage propor-
tion of adjustment laps for the active group, 
control group, and their combined baseline 
data. Each session was normalized on the 
same start–end scale (from the first to the 
last lap). (d,e) Effect of opto between co-
horts: Proportion of adjustment laps (Prop 
Adj) during baseline and experimental ses-
sions for control (d) and active (e) cohorts. 
(d) Control animals showed a significant 
decrease in proportion of adjustment laps in 
their late halves of their experimental (post) 
sessions compared to their baseline sessions. 
(e) This developing decrease was not seen in 
the active cohort. No detectable effects were 
noted between opto and no-opto sessions in 
either cohort.   
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sessions, no detectable differences were seen between session-type 
(Fig. 6E, ANOVA, no effect of rat: p = 0.69 [df = 10; F = 0.72]; signif-
icant effect of virus: p = 0.02 [df = 1; F = 7.7]; no significant main effect 
of stimulation session: p = 0.28 [df = 1; F = 1.3]; and no interaction: p =
0.95 [df = 1; F = 0]). This effect of virus was upheld in the pre-post 
comparison (Fig. 6G, ANOVA, significant effect of rat: p = 0.009 [df 
= 10; F = 5.0], significant effect of virus: p = 0.009 [df = 1; F = 10.4]; no 
significant main effect of pre-vs-post: p = 0.31 [df = 1; F = 1.2], but a 
significant interaction: p = 0.02 [df = 1; F = 7.4]. Importantly, the 
significant interaction effect showed that, while control animals had no 
change in VTE from their baseline, active animals had a reduction in 

their VTE. This provides some evidence of deliberative impairment 
resulting from optogenetic manipulation of mPFC at the choice point. 
Note that late-session adjustment laps in control animals are rare events 
that likely entail a correction to procedural alternation between right/ 
left choice behavior during alternation. In contrast, active-virus rats 
continued to show a plethora of adjustment laps, even during late phases 
of each session (Fig. 4C). 

4. Discussion 

The medial prefrontal cortex is known to be involved in multiple 
decision-making strategies and the ability to shift between them 
(McLaughlin, Diehl, & Redish 2021). We used in-vivo optogenetic 
manipulation to selectively disrupt the mPFC (targeting the prelimbic 
cortex) at the choice point on a spatial adjusting delay discounting task. 
With controls on the lap, session, and whole experimental scales, we 
sought to further understand the timing of these effects on short- and 
long-term strategy behavior. We found that the signatures of strategy 
shifting from deliberative titration to procedural alternation that rats 
typically show on the spatial adjusting delay-discounting task developed 
with experience in the control group but not in the active group, yet 
delay-valuation remained intact for both groups. Importantly, this dif-
ferentiation in performance was revealed on the scale of the whole 
experiment; strategy signatures of the control group changed over ses-
sions while the active animals’ strategic behavior showed little variance 
from their pre-opto performance. This suggests an important role for 
prelimbic in strategy-shift learning, long-term procedural strategy 
development, or a combination of both. 

Using the strategy-phase language developed in previous spatial 
adjusting delay-discounting experiments (Papale et al. 2012), control 
rats demonstrated strategic behavior consistent with the expected three- 
phase structure, identifiable as investigation, titration, and exploitation 
or maintenance. The important shift from titration to maintenance is 
evident by the emergence of prolonged alternation and creates a delay- 
stable structure which was robust in the control group. However, the 
strategy structure of the active cohort was different: they continued to 
show steeper delay slopes and a higher proportion of adjustment laps 
compared to the control group, which revealed a strategy profile with 
more titration and less alternation. This delay-unstable strategy profile 
appeared to reflect a state of prolonged titration, using adjustment laps 
to ‘over-correct’ and oscillate broadly around a preferred delay. 

On the spatial DD task, titration has been linked to deliberation, and 
alternation has been linked to the procedural decision system due to 
rats’ natural tendency to alternate between reward sources on foraging 
tasks (Richman et al. 1986; Papale et al. 2012; Powell & Redish 2016). 
Vicarious trial and error is a more fine-scale behavior with robust evi-
dence to support a correlation of VTE events with deliberative decision 
making (Bett et al., 2012; Bett, Murdoch, Wood, & Dudchenko, 2015; 
Johnson & Redish, 2007; Kidder et al., 2021; Redish, 2016,; ). Analyzing 
the choice point behavior during late-session adjustment laps showed an 
overall reduction in VTE for the active animals compared to the control 
group. We found that the proportion of these VTE events were inversely 
corelated with initial start delay (Fig. S4D). No correlation was detected 
between initial delay and proportion of late session adjustment laps 
(Fig. S4C). Proportion of adjustment laps were correlated with current 
lap delay, but no differences were detected between groups (Fig. S4F) 
and no differences were detected for correlation between lap delay and 
proportion of VTE (Fig. S4G). 

Our data revealed no immediate (lap-by-lap) effects of optogenetic 
mPFC disruption on behavior at the choice point (Fig. S2A-C). This 
suggests that disruption to mPFC on this task contributed to impair-
ments in deliberative behavioral flexibility that were more-likely critical 
for long-term strategy learning and development than short-term 
performance. 

These results not only provide further support for mPFC’s role in 
deliberation, but they also offer further insight into the role that PL plays 

Fig. 5. Final Delay Slope (a,b) Example sessions: the final delay slope for a 
typical three phase structure on a session in which the rat maintained a stable 
delay in the last half of the session (a) and a session in which the rat did not (b). 
(c) Effect of opto between cohorts: No difference was detected between opto 
and no opto sessions in either cohort. (d) Overall effect of opto on Final Delay 
Slope: Control animals showed a significant flattening in their post sessions 
compared to their baseline sessions. Active-cohort animals showed no change in 
Final Delay Slope between their baseline (pre) and experimental (post) sessions. 
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in the development of procedural strategies. The long-term deficits in 
active animal’s habit formation combined with short-term deliberative 
(but not procedural) impairment suggests an interesting interaction 
between deliberation and the development of habit strategies. More-
over, these data suggest that PL and its role in deliberation may also play 
a role in habit learning and development beyond strategy switching at a 
given moment. 

Our VTE results are consistent with another similar optogenetic 
study (Kidder et al. 2021) on a slightly different Spatial Delayed Alter-
nation task. Kidder et al. found deficits in task performance that were 
correlated with a reduction in VTE events following mPFC perturbation. 
They also found that these impairments were specific to mPFC disrup-
tion during points of deliberation (choice points) and the effects were 
seen on a session-by-session level. Kidder et al. concluded that deliber-
ation relies on information from mPFC as it relates to working memory 
and that their data provided further evidence for the deliberative role of 
VTE. Taken together with the results from our study, one would expect 
that a reduction in VTE is likely evidence for deliberative deficits. 
However, other studies have suggested that titration on the spatial 
adjusting delay-discounting task is a deliberative strategy (Papale et al. 
2012; Powell & Redish 2016). How do those results align with our 

observation that PL-disrupted rats showed a decrease in alternation laps 
(maintenance) and an increase in adjustment laps (titration) while also 
showing decreased VTE? 

Unlike the other decision-making tasks on which VTE has been 
studied (Hu & Amsel 1995; Amemiya, Noji, Kubota, Nishijima, & Kita, 
2014; Bett et al., 2012; Hu & Amsel, 1995; Johnson & Redish, 2007; Kay 
et al., 2020; Kidder et al., 2021; Papale, Zielinski, Frank, Jadhav, & 
Redish, 2016), the spatial adjusting delay discounting task does not have 
clear right/wrong choices. Rather, the choice patterns reveal the sub-
jects’ internally driven strategy shifts. Because strategic cues are not 
experimentally controlled, deliberation becomes more ambiguous to 
measure and VTE may be playing a more nuanced role in this task. For 
example, Kreher et al. (2019) found that disrupting the perirhinal cortex 
(PRC) with the GABA(A) agonist muscimol on the spatial delay dis-
counting task led to similar strategy performance deficits (increased 
adjustment laps in late-stage behavior) but opposite VTE results 
(increased VTE at the choice point in late-stage behavior). Like our 
observations, this group found no significant differences in the indif-
ference point (valuation) between the PRC-disrupted and undisrupted 
cohorts. Kreher et al. interpreted the strategy changes as an increase in 
deliberation which prevented procedural task stabilization. 

Fig. 6. Vicarious trial and error (VTE) behaviors 
(a) Example VTE laps: spatial tracking of a rat 
through the choice point during a non-VTE (left) 
and VTE (right) lap. (b) Schematic reminder of 
alternation vs adjustment laps. (c) Example Ses-
sion: Adjustment Laps are marked with open 
circles and VTE is marked in red. Laps in the last 
50% of the session were identified as “late” laps. 
(d,f) Proportion of adjustment laps showing VTE: 
No difference was detected between either group 
and no effect of opto was detected at the session 
level. However, when restricting the analysis to 
adjustment laps occurring only in the later half of 
the session (e,g), the proportion of VTE for the 
post-opto active group was found to be signifi-
cantly less than the baseline and control group 
sessions. Interestingly, this reduction in VTE 
appeared to be driven primarily by the opto ses-
sions. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.)   
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An interesting possibility is that our PL disruption reduced the 
recognition of stability which impaired the development of a procedural 
strategy. Embedding the mPFC in the context of learning and memory as 
it relates to strategy shift signaling could provide a mechanistic frame-
work that better fits all these data. Neural ensemble recordings have 
consistently found strategy-related representational transitions in PL 
(Durstewitz et al. 2010; Hyman et al. 2012; Ma et al. 2016), including on 
the spatial adjusting delay discounting task (Powell & Redish 2016). 
Powell & Redish (2014) found that PL ensembles changed their task- 
related characteristics with strategy changes, and that these represen-
tational transitions preceded behavioral transitions on the spatial 
adjusting delay discounting task. This suggests that mPFC is important 
for processing contextual information related to a need for strategy shift, 
and it follows that disruption to this region could inhibit the strategy 
change from titration to alternation on this task. 

Other physiology experiments have sought to understand mecha-
nisms of decision making by investigating the coherence between mPFC 
and hippocampus (HPC) due to its implication in spatial representation 
and memory consolidation. Benchenane et al. 2010 found that theta 
oscillations between these two regions peaked at the choice point on a Y 
maze during strategy transitions and suggested that this coherence 
supports memory consolidation for long-term reward prediction 
learning. Hasz and Redish (2020) found that mPFC and hippocampal 
ensembles dynamically represented task contingencies that updated 
with changing contexts. They found that transitions between represen-
tations occurred in mPFC before hippocampus. This suggests that dis-
rupting mPFC might inhibit the information flow that communicates 
task context, which could result in strategy-change deficits. Behavior-
ally, this could appear as an inhibition in the formation of procedural 
action chains in the long-term. 

Differentiating between a strategy-development and a strategy- 
switching mechanism for mPFC is difficult to do with only behavioral 
measurements. However, large-scale comparison between the experi-
mental phase and pre-opto (baseline) data seemed to reveal that the 
control-virus cohort developed robust alternation over time that drove 
their strategy profile to differ from the active cohort, whose strategy 
appeared to remain unchanged through exposure to the task. This 
learning deficit would also explain our VTE data, as reduced VTE has 
been associated with learning and memory deficits particularly related 
to hippocampal disruption on spatial tasks ( Bett et al., 2012; Hu & 
Amsel, 1995). A hippocampal lesion study using this spatial DD task 
(Bett et al. 2015) also found reduced adjustment lap VTE and mainte-
nance deficits while showing the same indifference in valuation between 
sham and lesion groups seen in our data (above) and other studies. 
Interestingly, the alternation deficits in Bett et al. were more apparent 
early in a session and recovered in later laps, suggesting a role for hip-
pocampus in the early investigation phases and the settling down of the 
titration phase, but no hippocampal deficit in alternation, in contrast to 
the maintenance consequences of our PL disruption. 

Broadly put, these data suggest that PL may be particularly impor-
tant for communicating and building context associations that are 
necessary for connecting a situation with a decision strategy that is 
appropriate for the degree of behavioral flexibility perceived to be 
required. The long-standing hypothesis aligning deliberative decision 
processes and the prelimbic cortex points to its importance in cognitive 
flexibility and planning (Fuster 1997; Ragozzino et al. 1999; Killcross & 
Coutureau 2003; Dalley, Cardinal, & Robbins 2004; Tran-Tu-Yen et al. 
2009). However, complexities in navigating dynamic environments 
point to the need for a more nuanced role for the mPFC to account for 
behavioral tasks with multiple decision-system interactions. Our results 
highlight the importance of PL in cognitive flexibility but suggest 
broader effects than on deliberative function alone. With no clear right/ 
wrong choice metric, the spatial adjusting delay discounting task mea-
sures subjective valuation using the animal’s preferred delay (final 
delay). This value was preserved through PL disruption, as were short- 
scale (lap-by-lap) deliberative behaviors (titration, VTE). It was only 

at a large-scale (across sessions) that strategy shifts appeared between 
the two cohorts, whereby active animals showed reduced VTE on late- 
session adjustment laps and showed deficits in the development of 
procedural strategy markers. Our data thus suggests that the PL region of 
medial prefrontal cortex contributes to flexible decision-making pro-
cesses essential for strategy learning and shifting from deliberative into 
procedural strategies while keeping valuation algorithms intact. 
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